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In Ann Arbor, Atwood's House on Cambridge Street (65);
University of Michigan, Rackham Building (66)

With Al Hampton (67);
Erhard Schenker in Michigan Stadium (68)

My second year in Ann Arbor at Geddes Street (69);
State Street in Ann Arbor (70)
The foreign student senate at Univ. of Michigan 1954 (71), My former lab partner Kathy Spackman ~40 years later (72)

K. Jane Cunningham in Ann Arbor (73); OV on North Campus (74); Married in Ann Arbor, 1955 (75)

Our first house on Berkshire and Washtenaw (rented) (76)         In Sag Harbor (77)
With Eric, 3 weeks old (78)  
With little Yvonne (79)  
Eric 8 and Yvonne 6 (80)

With Eric and Yvonne (81)  
The family in 1966 (82)

Buckingham Palace, Nantucket, 1958 (83)  
In casual dress (84)  
In Austrian dress with children (85)
At Melanole Swim Club (86)

With mother, brother Leo and Anni (87)

In Amherst 1971 (88)

The family (89)

Lisa, Eric, Jane and Kathrine Staudinger, Jane’s mother in Sag Harbor 1981 (90)

With Yvonne’s son, the second grandchild (91)
Entertainment: Cribbage (92); At the piano (93)

Eric in his office in Houston (94) Yvonne at work (95)

Yvonne is married 1984 (96) With Papa on the dance floor (97)
With Alfred Berlin in Louvain in 1967 (104) With Simionescu’s, sen. and jun. (105)

Henri Benoit, Maria T. Benoit, Kryszewski in Louvain 1987 (106); George Smets, Betty Smets, Jane and OV (107); With George Manecke and Klein (108)

Symposium: Smets 70 years old (109); In Houston, Welch Foundation Award to Westheimer (110)
Polymer Synthesis Meeting in Amherst 1971 (111); Past Chairmen of the Polymer Division, 1974, 25 years ACS Division of Polymer Chemistry (112)

On the way to Rio, 1974 (113)

In Rio with George Manecke, Harry Alcock and Meyerhof In 1974 (114)

The Joint Rubber Division Meeting 1973, with Jesse Hwa, Turner Alfrey and Ray Boyer (115); Smets and Tudos (116)
The University of Massachusetts (117)

Draper Hall and the Graduate Tower (118): Lederle Graduate Research Tower (119)
In Amherst: The first PSE office building (120)

One of my laboratories (121)

Lecturing in Amherst (122)

Amherst (123)

The first group of students and post docs in

Two versions of my research group in the middle ’70 (124, 125, right Hardy)